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We’re coming up on Ilja Dragunov vs. Walter II for the United
Kingdom Title….but it’s going to take place in Florida on the
regular NXT Takeover. Well so much for that. Instead, we’ll
have to get read for the Iron Man match between Jordan Devlin
and A-Kid. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Jordan Devlin vs. Tristan Archer

Devlin takes him down by the arm to start without much effort
and the cranking begins. Back up and Archer reverses into a
wristlock of his own so Devlin nails a dropkick. Archer tries
to knee away but gets hit in the face to drop him without much
trouble. A belly to back backbreaker plants Archer again and
Devlin grabs the chinlock with a knee in the back. We hit the
neck crank for a bit until Archer fights up again. Devlin gets
dropped for a running backsplash but Archer’s back is banged
up. That’s enough for Devlin, who snaps off the Devlin Slide
for the pin at 5:32.

Rating: C. They packed in a bit of a story into a five and a
half minute match, which is quite the little trick. Archer has
looked good in his limited appearances so far and I could see
him doing something more in the future. Devlin continues to be
one of the bigger stars around here and I’m still expecting
him to become a main eventer at some point in the future.
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Post match, Devlin says he has heard about a thirty minute
Iron Man match against A-Kid. That’s cool with Devlin, but he
has warned Johnny Saint that it will be the end of A-Kid’s
career. Cue A-Kid on his crutches, which Devlin kicks away
while issuing threats. A-Kid hits him anyway and cleans house,
including some dropkicks. With Devlin on the floor, A-Kid says
Devlin failed to get rid of him and next week, he’ll have
thirty minutes to fail again.

Video on Jinny vs. Aoife Valkyrie.

We get the announcement that Ilja Dragunov will face Walter at
Takeover on August 22. Walter is ready to destroy Dragunov for
the greater good.

Meiko Satomura comes in to the women’s locker room and says
she  wants  a  challenge.  Satomura  then  stands  back  while
everyone else argues and smiles at all of them.

Aoife Valkyrie vs. Jinny

Joseph Conners is here with Jinny. Valkyrie works on the arm
to start and Jinny can’t snapmare her way out of it. A kick to
the  head  staggers  Valkyrie,  who  is  right  back  up  with  a
running  sunset  flip  for  two.  Conners  offers  a  quick
distraction though and Jinny gets in a shot from behind to
take over. A shoulder takes Valkyrie down again but she sweeps
the  leg.  Back  up  and  Conners  offers  another  distraction,
allowing Jinny to snap the arm.

It’s off to the double arm crank until Valkyrie flips forward
and kicks her way to freedom. Something like a surfboard takes
Valkyrie down again and Jinny kicks her in the back to make it
worse. That’s broken up and Valkyrie strikes away, including
some kicks to the head. There’s a spinning kick to the face
for two so Valkyrie goes up for the ax kick. Conners gets up
for another distraction though, meaning Valkyrie has to settle
for an enziguri. ANOTHER Conners distraction lets Jinny get in
a shot from behind though and a rolling kick to the head



finishes Valkyrie at 4:59.

Rating:  C-.  I  wasn’t  exactly  feeling  Conners  having  to
interfere that many times but it isn’t like there is much of a
reason to believe that Jinny is going to be a real threat to
Valkyrie otherwise. That is Jinny’s biggest problem by a wide
margin: she is a great character and can talk, but she is only
so much inside the ring. She did fine enough here, but there
is a gap between this and the top of the division.

Video on Joe Coffey vs. Rampage Brown, who are geared up for a
hard hitting hoss fight.

A-Kid is ready to make history again when he wins next week’s
Iron Man match.

Aleah James vs. Stevie Turner

They  go  technical  to  start  with  a  wristlock  not  working,
though  Turner’s  headlock  doesn’t  either.  James  ducks
underneath a clothesline, but Turner stomps her down into the
corner without much effort. There’s a facewash against the
ropes but Turner misses a running boot and gets rolled up for
two. James is back up with a running forearm and a dropkick,
setting up a crossbody for two more. A missed charge rocks
James so Turner hits a running clothesline, only to bounce off
the ropes into a Downward Spiral to put James away at 4:28.

Rating: C. Turner is growing on me and James looked fairly
smooth out there. I’m curious to see where Turner can go, but
I don’t know if it is going to work out that well with her
futuristic deal. It works fairly well, but I’m not sure if it
is going to be good enough to get her into the title picture.

Jack Starz and Dave Mastiff train in the ring, with Starz
having some issues with the size.

Symbiosis vs. Moustache Mountain

Eddie Dennis is in Symbiosis’ corner. Symbiosis jumps Bate and



Seven during their WAY too choreographed entrance (it wasn’t
hard to get in a cheap shot) and we start in a hurry. That’s
fine with Bate, who busts out some nunchucks to clear the ring
before the bell. Back in and T-Bone hammers Seven into the
corner but Seven is back with a crossbody. A slam puts T-Bone
down and it’s off to Bate for some driving shoulders. Seven
comes back in and gets caught in a fast hot shot.

There’s a whip into the corner to keep Seven in trouble,
followed by a catapult into a right hand to make it worse. A
double stomp gives T-Bone two, followed by a backbreaker for
the  same.  Seven  fights  up  and  hits  Primate  in  the  ribs,
setting up a quick DDT for the hot tag to Bate.

Everything breaks down with Bate hitting Primate in the face
and getting two off the running shooting star press. There’s
the airplane spin with T-Bone attempting a save, only to have
Bate throw Primate at him. The Tyler Driver 97 gets two on
Primate with Primate making a save. T-Bone powerslams Bate
down and takes out Seven, allowing Primate to hit his top rope
head butt for two.

Bate chokes Primate on the apron but Eddie Dennis pulls him
into the Severn Bridge into the barricade (egads). Back in and
Bate manages a double clothesline to get him out of trouble,
allowing Seven to make a blind tag. Bate dives onto Dennis and
T-Bone, leaving Seven to hit the Seven Star Lariat for two on
Primate. The top rope knee/Burning Hammer combination finishes
Primate at 10:56.

Rating: B-. The ending was the right call as you don’t want to
have  Moustache  Mountain  losing  unless  it’s  a  big  change.
Symbiosis made the better team sweat a bit here with some of
those near falls at the end being pretty hot. Other than that,
this was a good showcase for both teams and a nice main event
for a lower level TV show.

Pretty  Deadly  comes  out  for  the  staredown  with  Moustache



Mountain to end the show. They had to get there at some point.

Overall Rating: C. While it wasn’t bad by any means, this show
was pretty flat without much of anything that you need to see.
The main event was by far the biggest thing this week and the
ending has me interested in the title showdown, but there
wasn’t much else worth mentioning. That is going to happen
from time to time but NXT UK has enough of a reputation to be
fine for a single off week.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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